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THE Run, AT KHURBET BElT SA'VIR. 305
which are not far to seek. ]\leantinlewe may well utilise the help
it affords us in realising the most important event that ever took place
in the world.

God forbid that in this faithless age I should speak scornfully even
of erroneous beliefs. I can n-ever forget how, on one occasion, I climbed
to the top of that canopy (is it a baldachino?) covering the traditional
tomb, and lay there for an hour or more unobserved; gazing down
through the open work I saw group after group of frowsy pilgrims fronl
the farthest corners of Russia, pressing as near as they could get to the
tomb slab to pour out their sorrows, while streaming tears poured down
brown cheeks-llot of women only, but of hardy meu, whose passionate
devotion 'shamed nlY own cold heart, because they believed, what I knew
was a fable, that their dear Lord and mine had been buried in that tiny
nlarble cabinet; which monks persuaded Constantine and Helena had
been the sepulchre of Christ.

THE RUIN .AT KHURBET BElT SA WIR.

By Rev. ·J.E. HANAUER and Dr. E. W. GURNEY J\lASTER~fAN.

WE are sending some photographs taken by UR ,,,hen on a visit to
a ruin north of the new carriage road to Hebron, just before the
s{tid road turns south to EI Arrub, and situated some 350 paces
from the road itself, near the 20th kilometre stone from Jerusalem.

The photographs are not a great success, as the day was a bad
one, a~d a fine rain was actually falling whon they were being
taken, but they show'in a general view the megalithic nature of
the remains to which ,ve wish to call atte.ntion.

In the" Memoirs," vol. iii, p. 351, under ~he heading" Khurbet
Beit Sawir," the ruin is thus referred to :-_." .About half a mile to
the south" (i.e., of Khurbet Beit Sawir) "is an ancient tower,
visible from the Hebron Road; it is 22 paces square, and consists
of large, roughly~squared stones 8 or 9 feet long, 5 'feet wide, and
1 foot 4 inches thick. The stone is much worn, and there is no
trace of mortar. ~rhe. tower has fallen over to the south, and on
that sideis a large cistern, the mouth partly closed by a slab like
those in the tower. This tower has an appearance of' great
antiquity. Some three or four courses" (there are still, as the
photographs show, six in the western.wall) "remain in the ,valls,"
which, according to our measurements of .January 9th, 1901, form
two sid~s of.a square of 14, metres outside and 12'50 inside.
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306 THE RUIN AT KHURBE'r BElT SA\VIR.,

With the general- description given in the" Memoirs" we are
in agreement, but it seems to us that the ruin is worthy of a more
detailed study. '

In the first place, the orientation of the building is interesting,
inasmuch, as it is exactly to the points of the compass; or, to be
more accurate, the only ,vall standing, viz., the west one, shown
in the photographs, runs exactly north and south, The south ,
wall is almost entirel~ythro,vn down, the great slabs of which it
was built standing on edge ~nparallel lines on the, ground, but it
is evident that it was built at right angles to the west wall. This

south wall sho,vs clear traces of having been of six courses, all of
'which, except the lowest, having been shot out one beyond the
other down the slight declivity, and looking at first sight like the
broken ends of a series of limestone strata. Of the 'north wall
not a trace remains, and of ~he east wall only the slightest
indications. Indeed, according to the very massive way the other
sides have been built, it is hard to believe that there ever had
been walls on these two sides. It :is,however, possible that such
was the case, as the building is on a hill-slope, the lowest part
being the south-west corner, and the highest where the north-east
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NOTES ON THE "QUARTERLY STATE.MENT." 307

corner ,vas, and so it is possible that the two walls supported an
earth platform. The building is high up on a hill-side, and
commands an extensive view in all directions, as well as over-
looking the valley below. It is doubtless extremely ancient·and
pri:mitive, and we would suggest that it may have been a " high
place" or "hill sanctuary" for· sacrifice, and, furthermore, thf1t
the way the south side has been thrown down would make us
think that this" Bamah" had been intentionally.destroyed.

NOTES ON THE JANUARY" QUARTERLY STATE~IENT."

P. 54.-M. Clermont-Ganneau's conjectural identification of the
inscription found at Tell Sand3Jhannah ill three incomplete liIles,
with a dedication to Queen .A.rsinoe,is very interesting. It should
be observed, however, that in my brief account (October Quarterly
Statement, p. 339) I noted that the letters NO (in the inc~mplete
word read Arsinoe by M. Ganneau) "are interpolations made
after the stone 'vas defaced, as they are thinner in character than
the rest of the inscription, and are sharply cut over traces of
other letters." The nature of these letters may be seen. in the
two squeezes I now send, though their palimpsest character does
not clearly appear. It is possible I nlay be wrong in the latter
conjecture, but as I expect to be in Jerusalem in May, I shall
study the original afresh and try to obtain better squeezes.

P. 58.-M. Ganneau's suggestion that the sm~ll lead figures,
bound with coils of iron, bronze, or 'lead, were intended to r~pre-
l::lentthe"victims of incantation, 'V3,Snot new to us. Our report
was written under great pressure immediately after the excava:.
tions were closed, and we were obliged to confine ourselves mainly
to de'scription. I called these' figures "captives," from the

- alternative theory that they represented votive offerings after
a' battle. The view adopted by M. Ganneau appears to me on
the whole to be the more probable.

F.J. B.

----_._--- --------------
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